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Abstract
It is commonly held that skeleton variation due to noise
is unmanageable. It is also believed that smoothing, in-
voked to combat noise, creates no new structures, as in
the causality principle for smoothing images. We demon-
strate that both views are incorrect. We characterize how
smooth points of the skeleton evolve under a general bound-
ary evolution, with the corollary that, when the bound-
ary is smoothed by a geometric heat equation, the skele-
ton evolves according to a related geometric heat equation.
The surprise is that, while certain aspects of the skeleton
simplify, as one would expect, others can behave wildly, in-
cluding the creation of new skeleton branches. Fortunately
such sections can be flagged as ligature, or those portions
of the skeleton related to shape concavities. Our analysis
also includes junctions and an explicit model for boundary
noise. Provided a smoothness condition is met, the skeleton
can often reduce noise. However, when the smoothness con-
dition is violated, the skeleton can change violently, which,
we speculate, corresponds to situations in which “parts”
are created, e.g., when the handle appears on a rotating
cup.
1 Introduction
When the boundary of an object evolves in time, how
does its skeleton change? It is commonly held that this
classical shape descriptor is unstable to boundary pertur-
bations. This is important because, although rapid object
recognition would seem to require hierarchical shape repre-
sentations to organize database search, it supports the view
that such hierarchies cannot be computed reliably (Fig. 1).
As a remedy, smoothing is often believed to reveal a simpler
underlying structure that is obscured by noise. While such
operations, formulated using heat equations [11], were en-
gineered to satisfy a causality principle, their success has
led to the widespread view that smoothing never creates
new structures (Fig. 1 and Movies1 1 and 2). We show that
both views are incorrect. By analyzing how the skeleton
changes as a function of boundary changes, the foundations
for a stability theory are laid. By considering the different
1Go to “http://cvc.yale.edu/people/gradstudents/August” for movies.
Evolutionary Time
Figure 1: How the skeleton changes due to boundary varia-
tion. (TOP ROW) The Bad News: the instability of the skele-
ton. (LEFT BOX) The skeleton (lines) of a rectangle is dras-
tically altered by a small boundary “glitch”. (RIGHT BOX)
Two objects of similar qualitative shape have distinct skele-
ton topologies (note the differing branching to the middle
fingers, in white), suggesting that skeleton topology can-
not be used to define generic shape classes, such as “hand”.
(MIDDLE ROW) The Good News: boundary simplification
via smoothing. The boundary of a hand evolves in time via
a geometric heat equation, where the evolutionary time rep-
resents the degree of smoothing (view Movie 1). (BOTTOM
ROW) At each instant of time the evolved boundary has a
corresponding skeleton. Observe that skeleton structures
are only removed in this example of boundary smoothing
(view Movie 2). Our analysis of how the skeleton evolves
as the boundary evolves is the subject of this paper. It sug-
gests not only when “good news” will hold, but also flags
the “bad news” situations and stresses the importance of
ligature (white skeleton points,TOP RIGHT BOX).
types of structure involved, we can articulate the objects to
which causality principles may be applied.
We begin by characterizing how smooth points of the
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skeleton evolve under a general boundary evolution. A
pleasing application of this result is that, when the bound-
ary is smoothed by a geometric heat equation, the skele-
ton evolves according to a related geometric heat equation.
Thus there is a sense in which the skeleton is smoothed as
well, and branches shorten, as one might expect (Fig 1, bot-
tom). We calculate several other skeletal properties that be-
have in this fashion, such as inflection points. The surprise
is that, while certain aspects of the skeleton simplify, oth-
ers can behave rather wildly. For example, we provide in-
stances of skeletal branch lengthening, and of junction cre-
ation [16].
While this might at first seem to preclude the use of
skeleton-based descriptions, such as shock trees [17] in ob-
ject recognition, the satisfying aspect of our analysis is that
the formulas also show when the skeleton evolution will
become singular, and thus provide a way out. Such badly-
behaved portions of the skeleton are characterized by liga-
ture, which implies that ligature should be included in the
skeleton labeling for recognition [2].
Our analysis also includes junctions and an explicit
model for boundary noise. Provided a smoothness condi-
tion is met, the skeleton can often reduce noise. However,
when the smoothness condition is violated, the skeleton can
change violently, which, we speculate, corresponds to situ-
ations in which “parts” are created, e.g., when the handle
appears on a rotating cup.
2 Skeleton dynamics in general
Consider the boundary of a planar object evolving in
time. This gives rise to a family of curvesC(; t), where
t 2 R is evolutionary time. Each such curve has a well-
defined interior and therefore has a correspondingskeleton,
which is the set of centers of maximal discs contained inside
the curve. The skeleton is composed of branches, each of
which is a curveQ = Q(s; t) 2 R2 , wheres 2 R is the arc-
length along the skeleton. Letr = r(s; t) 2 R be the radius
of the maximal disc atQ, which touches the boundary of the
object at the two (curve) pointsCi = C(si; t) 2 R2 , where
i = 1; 2, andsi is the arc-length along the boundary atCi
(Fig. 2). Thus we have a family of skeletons(Q(; t); r(; t))
corresponding to the family of boundaries that record the
evolution of the object.
The (unit-length) tangent vectors atQ andCi areT =
Q0 = @Q
@s
andTi = @Ci@si , respectively. The normal vectors
N andNi are 2 counter-clockwise rotations ofT andTi,
respectively. The orientation ofT is , and the angle be-
tweenT andNi is ': Notation is summarized in Table 1.
In xA, we prove:
Theorem 1 Let an initial boundary curveCi = C(si; 0)















Figure 2: A maximal disc (circle) of radiusr at skeleton
(dashed curve) pointQ touches the boundary (bold curves)
at pointsC1 andC2, with tangent and normal vectors (see
text). We study how the skeleton pointQ evolves as the
boundary pointsC1 andC2 evolve.
Fig. 2. If the evolution for the boundary is given by:
_Ci = iNi; (1)
wherei = i(si) 2 R is the velocity ofCi in its normal
direction, then the skeletonQ will evolve as:
_Q = T + N; (2)
where and are the tangential and normal components






















_r =  cos'  1 + 2
2
: (7)
3 Application to specific evolutions
We now apply Theorem 1 to some important kinds of
curve evolution along the boundary.
3.1 Constant motion (i = 1)
Blum’s grass-fire, itself a form of curve evolution, can
be described mathematically usingi = 1, and is known to
give rise to shocks [7, 10].
Corollary 1 Suppose that the boundary evolves via_Ci =
Ni: Then the skeleton will evolve as:
_' = _ =  =  = 0; _r =  1:
Thus the skeleton point remains fixed but the maximal disc
radiusr decreases at a constant rate. When the radius be-
comes 0, the skeleton pointQ disappears.
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3.2 Curvature motion (i = i)
Boundary smoothing can be formulated using_Ci =
iNi, the geometric heat equation. Theboundary-axis ra-
tio2 gi = @si@s > 0 is the local ratio of the length of bound-
ary atCi corresponding to a length of skeleton atQ: The
following is proved inxB:
Corollary 2 The evolution of a skeleton corresponding to


















_r =  cos'  1 + 2
2
These formulas are important not only because they as-
sure us that in many instances the dynamics of the skeleton
are well-behaved, but also because they reveal clues about
the origin of unstable behavior of the skeleton. Shaked [16]
and Taxiera [18] also derived formulas for skeleton evo-
lution; in addition, Taxiera used catastrophe theory [4] to
classify the transitions of the skeleton at singularities.
4 Quantitative results within a branch
As shown in [6], we can reparameterize the skeleton (at
smooth points) so that = 0. LetM = (g1g2) 1; note that
M is positive (see (25) inxB). Corollary 2 then implies:
Proposition 1 When the boundary of an object evolves un-
der the geometric heat equation_Ci = iNi, its skele-
ton also evolves according to a geometric heat equation
_Q = N = MN; withM > 0:
We now state some of the simplifying properties of the
skeleton that this result leads to.
4.1 Length
Let S(t) be a smooth arc of the skeleton at timet with
endpointsQ andR, whereR is a three-branch junction.
These are the generic junctions of the skeleton [19]. Then
d
dt








Boundary terms aside, since the integral term is negative,
this means that the pointQ is moving into the skeleton. In
x6, we show that a branch can in fact lengthen at junctions.
2We adopt the convention henceforth that the top symbol of or 
refers to the casei = 1 and the bottom symbol refers to the casei = 2
(for example, denotes+ for i = 2).
4.2 Scalar parabolic equations
In this section, we apply some results of [1, 13] to study
the behavior of some key quantities of the skeleton. In par-
ticular, we review some of their results on the zero set of a
solution of a scalar parabolic equation of the form:
ut = a(x; t)uxx + b(x; t)ux + c(x; t)u; (8)
wherex0 < x < x1; 0 < t < T; andux = @u@x ; etc. We
assume thata; ax; axx; bx; bt; c are continuous on the rect-
angle[x0; x1]  [0; T ], and thata(x; t) is strictly positive.
Let u be a classical solution of (8), which we assume is
continuous on the rectangle[x0; x1] [0; T ], and such that
u(xi; t) 6= 0 for i = 0; 1 and0  t  T: Define thezero set
of u to be
Z(t) = fx 2 [x0; x1] : u(t; x) = 0g:
Z(t) is a compact subset of(x0; x1). Let z(t) denote the
number of elements ofZ(t). Then Angenent [1] proves
that the number of zerosz(t) does not increase with time.
This is the key result which we use below.
4.3 Tangent angles
We now compute what happens to the tangent angle.





















Thus from [1], the number of zeros of is nonincreasing,
that is for any linè the number of points on the skeleton
S(t) with tangent parallel tò decreases (unless new points
with tangent parallel tò are introduced at the endpointsQ
orR).
4.4 Inflection points
We now analyze what happens to the inflection points
of the evolving skeleton, that is, points where the curvature






+ 2 = Mss + 2Mss + (Mss + 
2M):
Hence the number of zeros of (inflection points) decreases
except possibly at the endpointsQ andR of S(t).
4.5 Singular motions within a branch
Corollary 2 reveals two key classes of pathological
skeleton evolution. First, observe that when' ! 0,  and
therefore_r will blow up. This formal instability has been
heuristically addressed previously using “velocity-based”
methods of pruning the skeleton [14, p. 617]. Second, the
normal velocity may become singular as well. To under-
stand this, note thatg1 = g2 implies1 = 2, using (34).
From Theorem 1, we then find that ! 0 and! 0 when
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g1 = g2 ! 0. While this is not a singularity in the skele-
ton, it is in the boundary:1 = 2 !  1. Blum [3] called
such portions of skeletonfull ligature: a non-zero length of
skeleton corresponds to exactly two concave corners in the
boundary. Full ligature can occur when' ! 0 as well, as
seen in Fig. 4 and Movie 3. However, ifonly oneof g1 or
g2 approach 0, thenjj ! 1. This new pathology occurs
when only one boundary is a concave corner (i !  1);
the corresponding piece of skeleton is calleds miligature.
The rapid motion of semiligature in its normal direction is
clear in Fig. 4 and Movie 4.
5 Endpoints
This and the next section articulate the behavior of the
“boundary terms” referred to inx4.1 (cf. [16, 18]). To study
the motion of the skeleton at endpoints, we use the con-
straint that the maximal disc at the endpoint is the osculat-
ing circle3 of a positive curvature maximum, orr = 1=i.




(27), (28) and that@i
@si










Noting that1 ! 2 and'!  at an endpoint, we use the






To obtain at the endpoint, we note that:@
@si
(2 1)! 0,





'0 = (1=g2)2g2 = 1=r. Finally, we
use l’Hospital’s rule on the formula for by differentiating
with respect tos2 to conclude:
endpoint = 0: (12)
In the case of the geometric heat equation, wherei = i,
we see that = r2 @
2i
@s2i
< 0, since a skeleton endpoint cor-
responds to boundary curvature maximum. Thus skeleton
branches shorten at endpoints under boundary smoothing
(Fig. 1 and Movie 2).
6 Junctions
To calculate skeleton motion at junctions, we will con-
sider only the generic 3-branch case shown in Fig. 3, since
junctions of four or more branches are unstable [19]. Ob-
serve that the maximal disc at a junction contacts the bound-
ary at exactly three pointsCi; i = 1; 2; 3. Along one of the
branches meeting at the junction, 1 say, we fix a coordinate
3Note that the maximal disc only touches the boundary at one point













Figure 3: The neighborhood of a three-branch junction of
the skeleton.
system(T;N). Note that (19) will hold fori = 1; 2; 3 at







4 N1  T N1 N  1N2  T N2 N  1








where we solve for skeleton growth (_r) and motion ( and
), in terms of boundary motion (i, wherei = 1; 2; 3).
6.1 Branch lengthening
We now apply this linear system to explain branch
lengthening under boundary smoothing. Suppose we have
a junction, saya, where normal vectorsN1 andN3 are par-
allel but perpendicular toN2. Suppose the boundary of the
object atC1 andC3 is flat, but sharply concave atC2 (Fig. 5
















with the solutiona = _ra = 0; a =  2 !1: The junc-
tion rushes towardC2 as the curve there rapidly smoothes
outward, thuslengtheningthe skeleton branch betweenC1
and C3. This situation is not intuitive, since boundary
smoothing mathematically is known to shorten the bound-
ary. Indeed, the geometric heat equation_Ci = iNi is
also called the curve-shortening flow, for among all possi-
ble choices ofi, i = i causes the length of the boundary
to shrink fastest. This result says that although the bound-
ary shortens, individual branches may grow! Note that this
occurs near ligature (Fig. 5).
6.2 Unstable 4-branch junctions
A 4-branch junction will generically occur as two nearby
3-branch junctions, saya andb. Let the above configuration
be junctiona (Eq. (14)). Now introduce another concavity
atC4, near toC2, and so create another junctionb ear toa.
This describes a three-fingered hand with a narrow middle
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Figure 4: Ligature and singular motions of the skeleton
under boundary smoothing. The initial curves bound ob-
jects shown in black, and the skeleton for each object is
shown in the interior. Shock type [10] is not shown, but
ligature (computations are described in [2], using skeletons
from [15]) is shown in white. Smoothing is implemented by
a curve shortening flow [8] and increases from left to right.
(TOP ROW) A boundary glitch with its large correspond-
ing branch (vertical) is flagged by ligature. The glitch is
rapidly removed via smoothing, inducing a rapidly chang-
ing ligature region (view Movie 3). (BOTTOM ROW) Singu-
lar skeleton motion at semiligature. As described inx4.5,
the concave corner causes extremely high skeleton normal
velocity = =(g1g2), as seen in the rapid flattening of the
skeleton in this semiligature region (view Movie 4).
















with solutionb   (4 2)=(2) =  b = _rb; for ! 0
and2 6= 4. We conclude thatddt length(ab) ! j4  
2j=(
p
2): the skeleton branch joining junctionsa andb
can lengthen or shorten, even causing a change in topology
(observe the nearby ligature in Fig. 5b and Movie 6).
7 The stochastic skeleton
Since the motion of the contourCi depends on the nor-
mal motioni = i(si), we can create a model for shape
perturbation by consideringi as a random process. Sup-
pose a probability space(
; F; P ) is given, and! 2 
.
View i(si) as a random variable, andi(; !) as a fixed
random function, taking the real valuei(si; !) at si. To
simplify notation, we suppress the dependence on!:
We desire an expression for the random perturbations of
the skeleton in terms of those along the boundary. Theo-
rem 1 does this for any fixedi(si), providedi is contin-
uously differentiable. Sincei is defined along the closed
boundary of the object undergoing evolution,i is periodic
with periodL; the perimeter of the object, and can be writ-
ten as the Fourier seriesi(si) = k2Zak exp(j2ksi=L);
whereak 2 R andj =
p 1. Now, by Theorem 9.4 of [12,
p. 33],i will be continuously differentiable ifk2Zjkjjakj
converges, which is true ifak = O( 1jkjd ); ask ! 1; for
d > 2 (sayd = 3). Thus the smoothness ofi is deter-
mined by the rate at whichak decays ask ! 1: So far,
this analysis allows us to generate a suitablei for a given
set of numbersak:
To introduce randomness, letfakg be a countable set
of random variables whose densities satisfy the above de-
cay rate. In particular, we consideri as a random pro-
cess, parametrized along the boundary, whose realizations
are continuously differentiable and can therefore be used in
Theorem 1. It is sufficient to considerak with any proba-
bility densitypak : R ! R having the following bounded
support: supp(pak )  [ bk; bk]; bk = O( 1jkj3 ); k 2 Z:
With probability one,ak = O( 1jkj3 );8k; and thusi is con-
tinuously differentiable.
Since the maximal disk at skeleton pointQ typically
touches the boundary atdistant points C1 and C2, we
can assume that1 and2 are practically uncorrelated but






the random processi is constrained primarily at neigh-
boring points because of the high-frequency decay; low











(s2); respectively. We imme-
diately conclude from Theorem 1 that:
Proposition 2 If i(si) = k2Zak exp(j2ksi=L), with
ak independent random variables with support bounded as































Under the above assumptions and the perturbation model
they imply, this result means that in contrast to the popu-
lar belief about the sensitivity of the skeleton to boundary
noise, the skeleton can in fact reduce noise. For example, if
'  2 (parallel sides), the normal motion standard devia-
tion is only about .707 that of the corresponding boundaries.
However, also observe that noise amplification in; ; and
_r is possible, even going singular as' ! 0. Thus this ran-
dom model reassures us that the skeleton is generally not
sensitive to noise, and flags those instances when it is. Zhu
recently proposed a random model of approximate skele-
tons [20] for characterizing natural shapes.




Figure 5: Examples of the evolution of the skeleton under boundary smoothing (i = i): wild behavior near ligature
(white). (a) From branch lengthening to branch death. A deep concavity in the boundary, which is related to ligature, rapidly
rushes rightward under boundary smoothing, causing the left branch to grow, as predicted by (14). Eventually the concavity
disappears and later the two rightmost branches are annihilated. (b) Unstable 4-branch junctions. Initially, the top and
middle fingers join at the upper 3-branch junction. Under boundary smoothing (i = i), this junction momentarily passes
through the left 3-branch junction to join the middle and bottom fingers; notice how the instability is signalled by ligature. (c)
The non-causality of boundary smoothing. While smoothing is typically invoked to eliminate structure, the geometric heat
equation on the boundary induces the birth of a new branch on the right (view Movie 7).i = r 1; i = 1 or 2 is required for
branch birth [16, 18]. Observe that this event emerges out of a ligature region of the skeleton. This is consistent with the use
of ligature in part decomposition [2].
If ak decays slower thanO( 1jkjd ); for all d > 2, then
i will not be continuously differentiable, and Theorem 1
can hold only in a generalized sense. Discontinuities in
i or its derivative may create corners in the boundary—
violently inducing branch birth—and hence can serve as
possible models for an object part coming into view. Again,
such creations will be related to ligature.
A Proof of Theorem 1
Here we carry out detailed derivations leading to Theo-
rem 1. From Fig. 2, observe that
Q  Ci = rNi: (16)
Taking the norm-squared of both sides of (16), we obtain
(Q  Ci)  (Q  Ci) = jQ  Cij2 = r2jNij2 = r2; (17)
and taking the time derivative (denoted_Q = @Q
@t
), we get:
2(Q  Ci)  ( _Q  _Ci) = 2r _r: (18)
Substituting (16), (2), and (1) into (18) and then simplify-
ing, we obtain the pair of equations (fori = 1; 2):
_r = Ni  T + Ni N   i: (19)
Observe in Fig. 2 that:
Ni  T = cos'; Ni N =  sin'; (20)
using the sign convention introduced inx3. Substituting, we
get _r =  cos'  sin'  i: By subtracting this equation
for i = 1 from that fori = 2, we conclude: = 2 12 sin' :
To compute the widening_'; or rate of increase of the
angle betweenNi andT; we take the time derivative of
cos' = Ni  T and see that:
  _' sin' = _Ni  T +Ni  _T : (21)





(cos ; sin ) = _(  sin ; cos ) = _N: (22)












' angle between boundary normal and
skeleton tangent
Ci = C(si; t) boundary point
gi = @si@s boundary-axis ratio along boundary atCi
N normal to skeleton atQ
Ni (inward) normal to boundary atCi
Q skeleton point









 velocity of skeleton in normal direction
 velocity of skeleton in tangential direction
Table 1: Glossary
Similarly,
_N =   _T; _Ti = _iNi; _Ni =   _iTi: (23)
Substituting (22) and (23) into (21), and notingTi T = Ni 
N; we get:  _' sin' =   _iTi T +Ni  _N =  _i sin'
_ sin'; or: _' = ( _   _i): Adding and subtracting these








To solve for _i, we shall proceed by performing an al-
ternative derivation of_Ti = @@t
@Ci
@si
. This requires that we
studysi and its derivatives. To ensure that the arc-length pa-










= +jC 0i j > 0: (25)





= 2C 0i  _C 0i = 2giTi (iNi)0 = 2giTi 
(0iNi + iN
0
i) = 2giiTi N 0i :
The classical Frenet formulas [5] express arc-length
derivatives of the local coordinate frame in terms of the lo-
cal coordinate frame. For the skeleton, these formulas are:
T 0 = N; N 0 =  T;





















= 2gi _gi; and so
_gi =  igii: (26)



























































































To compute the growth_r of the radius of the maximal
disc, we move all terms of (16) to the left and take the time
derivative: _Q  _Ci  _rNi  r _Ni = 0: Now we substitute in
(2), (1), (23), and (28):
T + N   iNi   _rNi + r@i
@si
Ti = 0: (30)
After taking the dot product withN and making substitu-
tions, we get the following two equations:  i sin' 
_r sin'   r @i
@si
cos' = 0: We subtract the second equa-
tion from the first: (1 + 2) sin' + 2 _r sin' + r(@2@s2  
@1
@s1
) cos' = 0; and conclude:
_r =  r _' cot'  1 + 2
2
: (31)
To compute the tangential motion;we take the dot product
of (30) withT and obtain after substitutions these two equa-
tions:  i cos'  _r cos'r @i@si sin' = 0: After adding
them, solving for; substituting for_r; and using (29), we





)(cot' cos'+sin') =   r _'sin' :
Theorem 1 follows.
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B Proof of Corollary 2
We would like to express the normal motion of the skele-
ton as a function of its curvature. We first take the derivative
of cos' = Ni  T with respect to the arc-length along the
skeleton: '0 sin' = N 0i  T + Ni  T 0 = gi @Ni@si  T +
Ni  @T@s = igiTi T +Ni N =  igi sin' sin',





A straightforward way of computingi begins with the
skeleton arc-length derivative ofCi = Q  rNi, or:
C 0i = Q
0   r0Ni   rN 0i : (33)
To findr0;we take the skeleton arc-length derivative of (17):
2rr0 = 2(Q   Ci)  (Q0   C 0i) = 2rNi  (T  giTi) =
2r cos'; or, r0 = cos': We then substitute this into (33)
and take the norm-squared, recalling the definition ofgi:
g2i = jCij2 = (T   cos'Ni  rigiTi)2 = sin2 ' +
2rigi sin' + r
22i g
2
i = (sin' + rigi)




1  ri : (34)




2(1 r1)(1 r2) (2   1) = g1g2 2 12 sin' :Corollary 2 fol-
lows.
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